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Compliance and improved business practices have created a demand for safe and flexible long-term 
storage. With data center costs going up, and compliance regulations requiring longer data retention, 
IT leaders are looking for an option that safely parks their data while keeping it accessible. Yet most 
cloud and BDR solutions only retain data for a limited time while restricting the ability to nimbly retrieve 
old files or access decommissioned servers. IT leaders need a storage solution that allows quick and 
precise data retrieval while securing their data for the long haul without unnecessary costs. 

Now Quorum Archive Vault offers improved safe and long-term storage that provides agility and 
convenience at a lower cost. Unlike other BDR vendors, there’s no need to pay additional storage 
costs for separate archived copies of your critical data. Archive Vault is a built-in feature of our onQ 
appliance, which offers the fastest and easiest 1-click recovery solution in the market. In addition to 
offering HA local, DR remote and DRaaS cloud, onQ’s Archive Vault offers long-term, policy-based 
archiving—so your data is always protected and available when you need it.

Protect your Long-Term Archives—Indefinitely
 Only pay for the storage you need

 Retrieve data quickly—from files to entire volumes

 Resurrect old servers with just a click

 Archive weekly, monthly, quarterly or yearly

One Copy—Always Up to Date
When onQ creates a backup of the server, that data is stored in the onQ appliance as a virtual machine. 
The VM is updated incrementally so your archives are always accurate, complete and up to date. Each 
updated snapshot is stored so that instant recovery from any point in time is possible; Archive Vault 
also allows you to set policies to hold specific individual snapshots indefinitely. Other storage solutions 
force you to create, store and pay for double or triple copies of your data—but not Archive Vault—
there’s just one copy of your data.

ABOUT QUORUM   

Quorum enables IT teams to provide business continuity and the fastest recovery from server downtime in the industry. 
Our onQ® product was first introduced in 2010 and has evolved into a powerful platform delivering backup, one-click instant 
recovery, deduplication, replication, automated recovery testing and extensible archiving, all delivered as a hardware appliance, 
virtual machine or as cloud based disaster recovery as a service (DRaaS). 
 
With offices in the US and the UK serving customers worldwide, businesses of all sizes like the easy installation, flexible 
deployment options and fast recovery time. To learn more, visit us at www.quorum.com or follow us on twitter @quorumlabs



Indefinite Data Preservation
Other storage solutions can only offer short term archiving for 30-40 days. Archive Vault keeps your 
data archived indefinitely, allowing onQ to stay updated all the time. Just pick the amount of storage 
you want—we’ll handle the rest.

Easy and Convenient Retrieval
Archive Vault lets you recover to any point in time held by the archive residing locally and/or in the 
cloud. Your archives are stored indefinitely, available for replication whenever you want. Our fully 
bootable cloud archive feature lets you turn long-term archives into bootable VMs—perfect for 
unanticipated file or server recovery. After booting those archives to the point of your choosing, you 
can run an index (search) to find the files you need. Instant recoverability is yours. 

Security at the Right Price
There’s no need to buy a separate storage solution in addition to your BDR solution—onQ covers it 
all with just one tool. Because we can retain only the data you choose, instead of storing the entire 
server, you pay only for the storage you need. You won’t need to buy and maintain storage hardware in 
your datacenter for data that doesn’t matter. And because onQ encrypts all data in motion and at rest, 
Archive Vault keeps your data protected.

Quorum Archive Vault is the leader in BDR and long-term archiving, delivering the 
most secure, efficient and cost-effective storage in the market. 
Safe, low-cost, long-term storage from the vendor you trust.

Try it today by calling: 
877-99-Quorum

or email:  
info@quorum.com in the U.S. 
uksales@quorum.com in the United Kingdom
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With Quorum, we can recover specific user files with a single click instead of the 
much lengthier process that’s involved with recovery from tape. 

Jim Allen – Georgetown Savings Bank“
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